Navigate your path to hybrid cloud

80% of enterprise IT organizations plan to implement hybrid cloud by 2017.

58% of those organizations have no migration strategy.

How can you avoid costly mistakes?

With a game-changer
Hybrid cloud management and cloud brokering services help you:
- Change the relationship between business and IT
- Reduce IT complexity and costs
- Optimize self-service needs

Start your journey with IBM Cloud Brokerage
A cloud brokerage SaaS offering that lets you plan, buy and manage software and cloud services from multiple suppliers from a single dashboard.

Plan
- Assess workloads to determine which will benefit from cloud
- Compare IT resources from multiple providers side-by-side
- Create custom, reusable solutions or blueprints that include managed services

Buy
- Explore the service store powered by a dynamic catalog
- Find the best solutions for your business needs

Manage
- Aggregate bills and navigate payment processes with centralized billing management solution
- Better manage compliance with enterprise policies

Learn more about how IBM Cloud Brokerage can help you navigate the path to IT as a Service.
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